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What’s Really Behind the Riots?
It is becoming increasingly
clear that revolutionaries
wreaking havoc in the
streets and their allies in
the Deep State are using
old communist tactics to
wage war on America.
The cure for COVID-19 was apparently — a riot? At least it seemed like it there for a minute. One day,
the establishment claimed it was murder to go out in public for anything “non-essential.” The next day,
not going out in public and assembling in large crowds was tacit support for “systemic racism” and
“white supremacy.” Even leading public officials agreed.

“I urge all of you to join me from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. today at Legislative Plaza for the ‘I Will Breathe’
rally, which has been organ-ized by a number of leaders and advocate organizations in Nashville’s Black
community,” declared Nashville Mayor John Cooper on May 30 after months of lockdowns. “This is an
especially critical time for all of us, as Metro’s leaders, to show up and listen to Black voices from
across Davidson County as they speak out against the senseless killing of George Floyd and the deep-
seated issues of racial injustice in our country.”

The mayor’s call for the public to gather, which drew thousands of people to congregate in downtown
Nashville, was made after months of coronavirus-inspired lockdowns had wreaked havoc on his city and
crushed the local economy. It came even as protesters across America who called for an end to the
lockdowns spent weeks being demonized — if not arrested. Practically every establishment media outlet
and Democratic politician blasted the anti-lockdown protesters for supposedly putting everyone at risk
by simply gathering and calling for the lockdowns to end.

Over two hours after the initial call for a public protest, Mayor Cooper followed up with a note
encouraging “social distancing” and face masks. By evening, though, the protest degenerated into
violence, with the masks helping conceal the identities of those setting fires at the courthouse and city
hall, shattering windows with bricks and stones, smashing police cars, attacking and looting businesses,
and unleashing mayhem. Less than two weeks later, as Trump was vowing big reelection rallies, Mayor
Cooper and other Democrats announced extensions of the coronavirus lockdowns on businesses,
supposedly to keep everyone safe.

Now, after the economy was burned down by COVID lockdowns, large swaths of America’s cities are
literally burning, too. Billions of dollars in damage have been counted. Social distancing is a distant
memory for many of those in the streets. Instead of cowering at home, countless numbers went out to
protest, with many of those protests turning violent. Police were shot. Protesters were killed by other
protesters. Thousands of businesses that barely survived the COVID lockdowns were destroyed by the
unrest. And the end is nowhere in sight.
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Supposedly, all this carnage and outrage was triggered by the police killing of George Floyd in
Minneapolis and the alleged systemic racism it revealed. But obviously, there is much more going on
behind the scenes than meets the eye. The fact that all is not as it seems has been hidden in plain sight
all along. Until literally the day before the riots, establishment media personalities and politicians were
scolding and threatening Americans with arrest for just being in public, equating going outside for
“non-essential” reasons with murder.

But suddenly, they were all fine with going out and rioting. “I can’t imagine what it would look like if we
said to people, ‘Actually, you have to stay in. You have to ignore systemic racism — I’m sorry, just
ignore it. Stay in,’” declared New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy after imposing one of the most strict
lockdowns on citizens, churches, and businesses.

Indeed, all over the country, Democratic politicians were encouraging people to gather against alleged
racism and police abuse — especially in cities and states long run by Democrats, who claim to be
against all the things being protested against. Highlighting the fact that the riots were not about justice
for George Floyd is the fact that the police officer who killed Floyd, Derek Chauvin, was arrested and
charged with murder shortly after the killing became national news. Clearly, something is amiss. This
chaos is obviously not about “equality,” or “police brutality,” or “racial justice,” or “black lives,” or
“reparations for slavery,” or anything of the sort.

If the unrest were about those issues, the rioters might be concerned about David Dorn, the black
former police officer who was murdered by looters while protecting his community. Or they might speak
out about the thousands of black lives snuffed out daily by abortion. They might also be concerned
about the data published by Heather Mac Donald in the Wall Street Journal showing that over 7,000
black men died at the hands of other black men last year, compared to nine unarmed blacks who died at
the hands of police. Indeed, the data show “a police officer is 18 times more likely to be killed by a black
male than an unarmed black male is to be killed by a police officer,” the Journal reported. Studies have
also revealed that police are more likely to shoot white suspects than black suspects.

What Is Really Going On?
In reality, all of these slogans and issues are simply the cover story. Leftists have long used the
infamous slogan, “The issue is never the issue, the issue is always the revolution.” That could not be
more obvious today, as those seeking to remake America use the longtime communist strategy of
applying “pressure from below” and “pressure from above” to trap Americans in their pincer grip to
reconstruct America. As this article will prove, the Deep State figures behind the scenes, and the
dangerous extremism of the communist revolutionaries they are funding, are barely even concealed.
And they know exactly what they are doing.

The revolutionists and their backers — billionaire globalists such as George Soros and the Rockefeller
dynasty — are attempting to undermine civilization, limited government, the rule of law, Christianity,
traditional morality, free markets, and individual liberty by equating them all to “white supremacy” and
“structural racism.” Of course, the idea that those concepts are inherent only to “white” people, rather
than civilized people everywhere, is self-evidently ridiculous, and potentially racist. Yet anyone and
everyone who might dare to defend any of those bedrock principles of American society, including the
founding ideals such as “all men are created equal” and are “endowed by their Creator” with God-given
rights, are by definition racist defenders of white supremacy who must be destroyed, according to the
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narrative.

Obama’s “Green Jobs” czar Van Jones, who was ousted after being exposed as an actual communist
revolutionary, went so far as to indict all whites recently in his role as CNN commentator: “Even the
most well-intentioned white person has a virus in his or her brain,” declared the failed “czar” turned
commentator on CNN, adding that a “white, liberal Hil-lary Clinton supporter” is more to be feared
than a member of the KKK. Jones did not explain how the supposedly racist American people became
the first nation with a European-descent majority to elect a president of African descent. Nor did he
address the fact that America was the first nation in human history founded on the premise that “all
men are created equal” and are “endowed by their Creator” with God-given rights, helping to make
America one of the least-racist societies in all of human history.

Even at the highest echelons of government, analysts have recognized and exposed the true nature of
what is going on. “Globalists and Islamists recognize that for their visions to succeed, America, both as
an ideal and as a national and political identity, must be destroyed,” explained then-U.S. National
Security Council Director of Policy and Planning Rich Higgins in a memo for President Trump about the
Deep State assault on his administration. “Atomization of society must also occur at the individual level;
with attacks directed against all levels of group and personal identity. Hence the sexism, racism and
xenophobia memes.”

The movement sweeping America (and even Europe) is about setting people against each other,
fomenting unrest, and attempting to crush America’s system of local policing, while moving toward
nationalized and even globalized police and centralized governance. Also on the agenda, as this article
will show, is advancing a “New World Order” by discrediting even the founding ideals upon which
America was based — the very ideals that abolished slavery, ubiquitous throughout human history, and
achieved full equality under law for all people. Simply stated, the riots aim to dismantle American and
Christian civilization, and replace them with something new.

The Revolutionists: Pressure From Below
At the street level, cities from Minneapolis to Los Angeles to Chicago to New York to Jacksonville were
rocked by violent protests, looting, Molotov cocktails, murder, and mayhem that seemingly began
spontaneously all over the nation in Democrat-controlled jurisdictions. But the planning and the laying
of the foundations began long ago. And many of the groups are openly socialist and communist.

At the center of the unrest and protests that swept through thousands of U.S. cities is “Black Lives
Matter (BLM).” The group, which officially organized many of the protests that spiraled into chaos, was
founded in part to glorify convicted cop-killer Assata Shakur (aka Joanne Chesimard), one of the FBI’s
most-wanted terrorists. After robbing banks to fund the “revolution,” Chesimard and her comrades
murdered New Jersey State Trooper Werner Foerster in a shootout. The Weather Underground terrorist
group — more on them later — helped her break out of jail. From there, she fled to Communist Cuba for
refuge.

Across BLM websites, events, and social media accounts, the murderous terrorist is celebrated as a
hero and an inspiration. And in an article explaining why she created the Black Lives Matter movement,
BLM co-founder and self-proclaimed “queer” feminist Alicia Garza cited Shakur. “When I use Assata’s
powerful demand in my organizing work, I always begin by sharing where it comes from, sharing about
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Assata’s significance to the Black Liberation Movement,” Garza said in the piece, speaking of the
“lineage” from which the efforts are derived.

The group has gone on record praising the late mass-murdering communist dictator Fidel Castro, too.
When he died in 2016, BLM said it felt an “overwhelming sense of loss” over the man they lovingly
referred to as “El Comandante.” “It is the lessons that we take from Fidel,” the BLM Global Network
wrote. “From Fidel, we know that revolution is sparked by an idea, by radical imaginings, which
sometimes take root first among just a few dozen people coming together in the mountains. As a Black
network committed to transformation, we are particularly grateful to Fidel for holding Mama Assata
Shakur, who continues to inspire us.”

International allies of BLM such as the Nelson Mandela Foundation (NMF) encouraged BLM to use
violence as a means to “fundamentally restructure our societies.” “As we have seen in South Africa
during the democratic era, violent protest is often the result of a careful calculation by communities
who have come to see that only such action elicits the desired response from the state,” the NMF wrote
in a memo to BLM recommending violence. “The use of violence can be rational and carefully targeted
as part of a strategy to counter structural and other forms of violence against Black lives. And, of
course, it ought always to be so.” Mandela’s wife Winnie was also a firm believer in those ideas, being
caught on tape promoting “necklacing” (placing a gasoline-filled tire around a person’s neck and setting
it on fire) to “liberate” South Africa.

South African historian Harry Booyens, who wrote a comprehensive book about his homeland
called AmaBhulu: The Birth and Death of the Second America, told The New American that the parallels
between current events in America and what happened in South Africa are clear. “My standard
statement to Americans bears repeating,” Dr. Booyens explained. “Between $1,000 and $1,500 will get
you a ticket to South Africa to go see your future.” Though the major media is largely ignoring South
Africa’s tragic plight, the country is collapsing into an orgy of violence, rape, torture, murder, racial
killings, economic collapse, plummeting life-expectancy, unfathomably savage farm murders,
confiscation of private property without compensation, endemic corruption, and full-blown communism.
And yet, the tactics and deception that brought it all about in the 1980s and ’90s are remarkably similar
to those now being witnessed in America, Booyens said.

Another key organization in the mix is Antifa, which styles itself “anti-fascist” and was recently declared
a terrorist organization by President Trump. In fliers distributed in Seattle, where the group and its
armed allies seized control of six city blocks and declared it an “Autonomous Zone,” Antifa said police
should be defunded as they “will always be racist because capitalism requires inequality.” Their
ideology is clear, too. All across America, Antifa cells openly display communist flags and symbols,
including banners with images of mass-murdering dictators such as Mao Tse-tung and Vladmir Lenin.

Leading Antifa figures have also made the group’s agenda clear. City University of New York  Law
Professor Mike Isaacson, a self-proclaimed Antifa leader, put it like this: “Anti-communism is code for
fascism.” In short, in Antifa’s view, opposition to a totalitarian form of government responsible for
hundreds of millions of deaths over the last century is tantamount to supporting fascism — an ideology
that, ironically, is not all that different from communism in terms of destroying individual liberty and
empowering government. Isaacson also regularly encourages violence against police. “Off the pigs,” he
recommended on August 29, 2017. In a Twitter message posted by Seattle’s Antifa chapter, the group
said: “We need more people with guns at the CHAZ [Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone].”
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A close ally of Antifa is the Democratic Socialists of America, which is also working to organize Floyd
protests and train protesters.  On May 28, the Twin Cities DSA in Minnesota tweeted that it was “so
proud of all the Minnesotans fighting back against the police tonight.” And on June 1, the national DSA
Facebook account chimed in: “Defund the police.” The group claims to have 60,000 mostly young
activists nationwide ready for revolution. It also has major financial backers.

And as leading analyst Trevor Loudon pointed out for an August 5, 2019 article in The New American,
DSA has operatives up and down the Democratic Party hierarchy and in elected office — and even in
Congress. Their goal, as the name implies, is socialism. That means overturning the U.S. Constitution
and the principles America was founded upon. And despite attempting to distance itself from some of
the socialist mass-murderers of the past, DSA continues to openly stand with brutal tyrants such as
Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela.

Another one of the key groups involved in orchestrating the violence in Minneapolis and beyond is
known as the Sunrise Movement. Long before Floyd was killed, the organization, which boasts on social
media that it is “building an army of young people,” had been plotting riots and even a plan to “defund
the police.” And those plans are part of a broader socialist agenda that includes using global-warming
alarmism to generate support for their causes.  “This fight against climate change exists alongside the
fight against white supremacy and colonialism,” the group says on its website, adding that a “Green
New Deal” is needed for “visionary change.”

The naïve young protesters, who have been indoctrinated in government schools to hate America, have
been duped into literally waging war on their own nation and freedom. They are extremely radical in
their hostility to private property and civilization. A two-year investigation into the group by Millie
Weaver (aka “Millennial Millie”), a young reporter with a large following among young conservatives,
revealed determination to use violence to achieve radical goals. “These, like, escalations, these actions,
can be really, really dangerous,” explained Sunrise organizer Sarah Abbott, sporting a half-shaved head
and a nose ring, in video obtained by Weaver. “Uprisings, including actions like burning buildings, are
legitimate and powerful forms of resistance.”

Another Sunrise organizer, Ashley Green, celebrated the burning of taxpayer property. “So last night,
when that police station went up in flames, me and my girlfriend, we, we poured shots,” said Green.
“We were happy.”

Interestingly, witches and Satanists were openly involved in the demonstrations and even publicly
casting spells and hexes on the police. Using the hashtag #witchesforblm, the practitioners of the
occult garnered over 10 million views on TikTok. The hatred for God has been on full display, too. When
a street preacher entered the Antifa-controlled “Autonomous Zone” in Seattle, he was violently attacked
by a mob as homosexuals attempted to sexually assault him. “You’ll die out here,” said one man who
violently confronted the evangelist. “Do you want to die out here?”

There are plenty of other organizations comprising the “pressure from below” that are involved in the
unrest: Indivisible; the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA; the Communist Party USA; California
Forward; Color of Change; and many more. But unbeknownst to the naïve “useful idiots,” as Lenin
reportedly described his followers, they are being manipulated by powerful elites not to seek justice,
but to tear apart America and enable their own enslavement under total government control.
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Funding for Revolution
Interestingly, despite the riot leaders’ blatant affinity for totalitarians and communism, their groups
have been showered in money by some of the world’s leading “capitalists.” Billionaire George Soros and
other globalist Deep State elites have long been financing movements designed to apply the crucial
pressure from below, especially BLM. In 2016, for instance, documents obtained by a hacker revealed
why Soros’ Open Society Foundations had been pouring money into the group. The document touts an
“Inside strategy,” which involves lobbying and pressure from above, combined with an “Outside
strategy” involving funding for phony “grassroots” movements such as BLM.

The communist tactic is actually tried and tested: create pressure from below and above at the same
time, with left-wing politicians and deep-pocketed insiders such as Soros pushing to destroy American
society from the top while creating the illusion of popular support on the streets. The stated goal:
exploit the “unrest” to “accelerate the dismantling of structural inequality generated and maintained by
local law enforcement” and “create a national movement,” a 2015 report from Soros’ Open Society’s
U.S. Programs Board showed. To that end, Soros provided $650,000 to “invest in technical assistance
and support for the groups at the core of the burgeoning #BlackLivesMatter movement,” the report
showed.

Even before that, almost $35 million in Soros money was provided to groups involved in the 2014
Ferguson riots, documents cited by the Washington Times and other media outlets showed. Recently
released undercover footage from Project Veritas of Antifa leaders also revealed that they had received
a “grant” from Soros. Indeed, Soros has backed dozens of organizations ranging from Occupy Wall
Street to the Center for Community Change. The goals are always the same: to subvert America and
erect a new socialist state.

Soros, whose firm was funded early on by the ultra-establishment Rothschild banking dynasty, claims to
support an “Open Society” with his billions. However, his own statements and admissions against
interest prove that tyranny is truly the goal. For example, Soros has openly and repeatedly praised the
mass-murdering communist regime enslaving China, even claiming it has a “better functioning
government” than the United States. “I think you need a new world order, that China has to be part of
the process of creating it and they have to buy in, they have to own it in the same way as the United
States owns … the current order,” he said in an interview with the Financial Times. (Soros also
admitted on national television that he felt no guilt about having helped the Nazis steal Jewish property
as a child.)

Many of the other organizations involved in the unrest are funded by Rockefeller money. The Sunrise
Movement, for example, which played a crucial role in fomenting the unrest, has been funded largely by
the Rockefeller Family Foundation, according to an investigation by Insider Philanthropy. Many of the
other organizations involved in the unrest are also funded by Rockefeller money.

Like Soros, the late globalist billionaire David Rockefeller, a key Deep State leader and patriarch of the
family, was in love with the barbarous tyranny of the Communist Chinese. “The social experiment in
China under Chairman Mao’s leadership is one of the most important and successful in history,” he
wrote in a 1973 op-ed for the New York Times after a trip to the communist-ruled nation.

Also, on page 405 of his autobiography, Memoirs, he admitted to conspiring against America with a
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“secret cabal” to create a one-world order “Some even believe we [the Rockefellers] are part of a secret
cabal working against the best interests of the United States, characterizing my family and me as
‘internationalists’ conspiring with others around the world to build a more integrated global political
and economic structure — one world, if you will,” he wrote. “If that’s the charge, I stand guilty, and I’m
proud of it.”

Ironically, in light of the fact that the Rockefeller dynasty is funding race agitators and the young
revolutionaries applying the pressure from below, it also has a long history of support for racism and
eugenics. In fact, so extreme was the oil family’s support for eugenics that the Rockefeller Foundation
helped to found the National Socialist eugenics program and bankrolled Nazi “doctor” Josef Mengele’s
work prior to his human experimentation and torture at Auschwitz, according to historian Edwin Black,
author of several books on eugenics, Nazis, and the Holocaust. By 1926, the equivalent of many millions
in today’s dollars had been given by Rockefeller entities to Nazi racial “scientists.”

Super “capitalists” funding communists? None of this is surprising to those who study the Deep State.
Georgetown University historian Carroll Quigley, whom Bill Clinton referred to as his mentor, revealed
these machinations in his explosive 1966 book Tragedy and Hope. “There does exist, and has existed for
a generation, an international Anglophile network which operates, to some extent, in the way the
radical Right believes the Communists act,” he wrote. “In fact, this network, which we may identify as
the Round Table Groups, has no aversion to cooperating with the Communists, or any other groups, and
frequently does so.” Read that again: The power elites “frequently” cooperate with the communists.

Plenty of other evidence confirms Quigley’s claims, including the book Wall Street and the Bolshevik
Revolution by Stanford historian Antony Sutton, which proves that Wall Street elites literally funded the
enslavement of Russia under communism. The tactics used then in terms of funding unrest in the
streets against existing authorities are remarkably similar to those being used against America right
now.

Quigley said he knew of the network and how it worked because he studied it for 20 years and was
allowed for two years to examine its papers and secret records. The goal of the conspirators, he said,
was global feudalistic control of the planet, the economy, and humanity through governments and
privately owned central banks. “I have no aversion to it or to most of its aims,” Quigley said, adding that
his chief difference of opinion was that the network wished to remain secret. “I believe its role in
history is significant enough to be known,” he said.

Numerous other establishment billionaires have also poured money into subversive movements to use
brainwashed young Americans to wage war on their own nation. Former New York Mayor Michael
Bloomberg poured millions into creating a movement to disarm law-abiding Americans. Bill Gates
poured billions into an educational scheme, Common Core, that drastically dumbed-down America’s
youth, making them susceptible to the sort of manipulation and irrational hate now being witnessed in
the riots.

Pressure From Above
The rioting by radicals in the streets, by itself, would never be enough to bring down a free, prosperous
society such as America. Instead, the communists and their Deep State backers have long understood
that pressure from above would be crucial, as explained by Czech communist strategist Jan Kozak, who
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developed and successfully used the tactics to help enslave his own nation under communism after
World War II without firing a shot. And so, major media outlets, celebrities, politicians, billionaires,
United Nations officials, and other bigwigs must apply the “pressure from above” to make the chaos
effective in bringing in a new order.

On CNN, commentators openly defended the violent revolutionists and their tactics. “Too many see the
protests as the problem,” said Chris Cuomo, one of CNN’s leading talking heads. “No, the problem is
what forced your fellow citizens to take to the streets: persistent and poisonous inequities and injustice.
And please, show me where it says protests are supposed to be polite and peaceful.”

The UN intervened to apply pressure from above, too. UN “High Commissioner for Human Rights”
Michelle Bachelet, another fan of Castro and an actual communist who defected to the brutal
dictatorship enslaving East Germany, issued multiple statements condemning America for alleged
“structural racism.” She also called for massive and systemic reforms in America to address the
grievances of protesters and rioters. “The anger we have seen in the U.S., erupting as COVID-19
exposes glaring inequalities in society, shows why far-reaching reforms and inclusive dialogue are
needed,” she claimed, calling for “socio-economic factors and deep-seated discrimination” to be
addressed as well. In short, communism and socialism are the answer.

Media around the world parroted her criticisms without mentioning Bachelet’s background in the
subversive communist network known as the Foro de São Paulo, a cabal founded by Castro, the
Sandinistas, the Marxist terrorist group FARC, and others. Nor did the media trumpeting her attacks on
America mention the UN’s disgraceful “human rights” record, which includes persecuting whistle-
blowers such as Andres Kompass for trying to stop the systemic rape of African children by
international “peace” troops. Bachelet’s superior, former Socialist International chief Antonio Guterres,
even took the extraordinary step of allowing UN staff in America to protest against America in violation
of UN policies.

Domestically, the American Civil Liberties Union, founded by actual communists, exploited relatives of
Floyd to demand that the UN Human Rights Council “urgently” convene an emergency session to
investigate and punish America. “As communities in the United States call on their leaders to divest
from policing and end structural racism, the United Nations must support these domestic demands by
holding the United States accountable for its human rights violations,” said ACLU “human rights”
program boss Jamil Dakwar, blasting the alleged “violent law enforcement responses to protests.”

More than a few members of Congress are applying pressure from above, too. For instance,
congressional Democratic leaders put on African neck scarves and made a public spectacle of
themselves by kneeling in the Capitol. Lawmakers also introduced a bill to federalize the police and
even create a federal certification process for all law enforcement. “We cannot settle for anything less
than transformative structural change,” said House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, pointing to slavery in
America as an example of why this “structural change” was needed. Apparently she never got the memo
that the Civil War ended, along with slavery, over 150 years ago. Former Vice President Al Gore went
further, suggesting that even opposition to “climate action” was rooted in “white supremacy.”

Hostile foreign regimes, including those ruling Russia, China, and Iran, all jumped on the bandwagon.

Celebrities have gotten in on it too, with actors, singers, and others frantically trying to draw attention
to themselves while demonizing the nation that made them rich. New Age TV guru Oprah Winfrey, for
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instance, a member of the billionaire “Good Club” founded by the late David Rockefeller and Bill Gates
to reduce the global population, hosted a town hall on Floyd’s killing. “Is this the moment we finally
change our country?” she wondered. “Where people recognize systemic racism for the problem and the
evil that it is?… We find our nation on a precipice, a true tipping point, I believe.”

Another entertainment billionaire, Black Entertainment Television founder Robert Johnson, is
demanding almost $15 trillion in “reparations” from white Americans to black Americans over slavery.
No word on whether the hundreds of thousands of families who paid for slaves’ freedom in blood by
losing loved ones in the Civil War would be exempt from having to pay. Also no word on whether the
descendants of black slave owners or immigrants who arrived after slavery was abolished would have to
pay. Finally, no word on whether the descendants of African chiefs or Islamic slave traders who
engaged in the slave trade would be expected to pay reparations, or whether the descendants of white
Europeans enslaved by North African slavers would be entitled to compensation.

Efforts to Exploit Black Americans Not New, But Failing
Even as most Americans with lighter complexion remain confused by the chaos, Americans of African
heritage are increasingly seeing through the deception. Despite the endless barrage of fake news
painting Trump as a racist responsible for Floyd’s death, the latest Rasmussen poll, released weeks
after Floyd’s death, showed black voter approval ratings for Trump at over 40 percent.

“No people of African heritage anywhere on earth are more free or better off than we who are blessed
to be Americans. America is still the last best hope for all of us, regardless of race,” said Bishop E.W.
Jackson, a prominent black Christian leader, in response to the unrest over Floyd’s death. “It is time to
come together across all racial and cultural lines to renew the American vision of ‘one nation under
God, indivisible with liberty and justice for all.’ It is within our grasp if we do not allow the radical
elements among us to destroy it forever.”

“There are those who would like to push us over the cliff into chaos,” Bishop Jackson continued. “They
think they will be there to pick up the pieces and create a socialist utopia, but history proves it will be a
totalitarian nightmare. Let us, as free black Americans, pull back from the precipice, push back against
the anarchists and embrace the legacy of freedom, justice and hope for ourselves and the generations to
follow.”

Even black Americans with no sympathy for Trump or even traditional America are waking up. In a
2017 video that has gone viral in recent weeks, black activist Chaziel Sunz explains that far-left elites
who do not care about black people are hoping to manipulate the black community into doing their
“dirty work” and joining a civil war against America on U.S. soil. He also points out that Black Lives
Matter is a front for Soros, the Clintons, and other elites, while Antifa is a “terrorist” group. They are
setting black Americans up to be slaughtered, Sunz warned.

What to Do
Most law-enforcement policy and even criminal law — including murder — is handled at the state and
local level under America’s constitutional system of government. That is where it should remain. These
are questions for local communities and state legislatures to consider, not communist activists at the
UN or statists in the federal government. In fact, many of the problems in local policing stem from
federal and UN intervention to begin with.
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Halting the ongoing destruction of American society and culture must involve getting the foundations
that are bankrolling the revolution under control. As Congress found in the 1950s through its Select
Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations, these entities were literally funding “subversion” in
a bid to replace America’s constitutional republic with “oligarchical collectivism.” The head of the Ford
Foundation even admitted to Norman Dodd, the chief investigator for the committee, that the goal was
to “so alter life in the United States that it could be comfortably merged with the Soviet Union.” It is
way past time for Congress and law enforcement to rein this in.

Taking action against the pressure from above, Trump has already withdrawn the U.S. government
from the discredited UN “Human Rights Council,” a parody of an agency that includes many of the most
murderous regimes on planet Earth on its decision-making body. The U.S. government should go all the
way and withdraw from the UN “dictators club” altogether.

The orchestrated attack on America has left hundreds of millions of Americans dazed, angry, ashamed,
and confused. That was the plan. Remember, the issue is never the issue — the issue is always the
revolution. Between the pressure from above and the pressure from below, ordinary Americans are
quite literally caught in the Deep State’s pincer grip without understanding what is going on. And it will
prove deadly if not stopped.

After years of demoralization and indoctrination of children in establishment-controlled government
schools, Americans today generally do not know their own history. They also know little about the
forces seeking to enslave and destroy them. That makes them easy prey. In fact, according to Chinese
military strategist Sun Tzu, it means they will lose every single battle. Only by educating the American
people about what is happening will it be possible to neutralize the enemy and stop the plot from
succeeding. Liberty and civilization are literally at stake.

Photo: AP Images

This article originally appeared in the July 6, 2020 print edition of The New American.  To
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